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Abstract 
Spore photoproduct is a thymidine dimer formed when bacterial endospore DNA is exposed to ultraviolet (UV) 
radiation. The mechanism of formation of this thymidine dimer has been proposed to proceed through a radical-
pair intermediate. The intermediate forms when a methyl-group hydrogen atom of one thymidine nucleobase is 
transferred to the C6 position of an adjacent thymidine nucleobase, forming two species, the TCH2 and TH 
radicals, respectively. Using a series of thymidine isotopologues and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
spectroscopy, we show that microcrystals of thymidine exposed to UV radiation produce these two radical 
species. We observe three sources which donate the additional hydrogen at the C6 position of the TH radical. 
One of the three sources is the methyl group of another thymidine molecule in a significant fraction of the TH 
species. This lends support to the radical pair intermediate proposed in the formation of spore photoproduct. 
Introduction 
The spore photoproduct (SP) is a unique DNA lesion 
formed when two adjacent thymidine bases dimerize 
upon exposure to UV radiation. Although the 
pyrimidine bases have been observed to form different 
classes of dimers, including cyclobutane pyrimidine 
dimers and pyrimidine 6-4 pyrimidone photoproducts,1 
the SP, or 5-thyminyl-5,6-dihydrothymine (see Scheme 
1) is the dominant photoproduct in bacterial endospore
DNA.2,3 A combination of the low hydration level of 
DNA, DNA saturation by small acid-soluble proteins, 
and a high calcium dipicolinate concentration in 
dormant endospores creates an environment that favors 
the A conformation of DNA and formation of the 5R 
enantiomer (due to DNA helical structure) of SP over 
other thymidine photoproducts.4–6 During spore 
germination, the 5R-SP is efficiently repaired by the 
4Fe-4S cluster enzyme spore photoproduct lyase.7–13 
The unique structure of SP and its efficient repair make 
bacterial endospores resistant to the deleterious effects 
of UV light on DNA for extremely long periods of 
time.14,15 Given the utilization of UV light in 
sterilization processes,16–18 it is important to fully 
understand the mechanisms of formation and repair of 
the spore photoproduct. 
A long history of progress has led to the current 
understanding of the dimerization mechanism which 
forms SP. Originally, a sequential mechanism was 
suggested that involved the recombination of two 
thymine radicals; the oxidation product (an allylic 7-yl 
radical abbreviated TCH2) and the reduction product (a 
5,6-dihydro-thymid-5-yl radical abbreviated TH).19,20 
These radicals had been previously observed by 
continuous-wave electron paramagnetic resonance 
(EPR) spectroscopy in crystals of thymidine and DNA 
strands irradiated with gamma and UV radiation.21,22 
These radicals share the structure of the components of 
the SP dimer (Scheme 1) making them likely 
intermediates during dimerization. However, the 
source of the additional C6 hydrogen of the TH 
component was unclear.23  
To resolve this, Cadet and co-workers irradiated 
thymidine-d3 (deuterated at the nucleobase methyl 
group) in an ice matrix with UV light and found 60% 
incorporation of deuterium at the C6 position of the TH 
moiety of the final product SP (highlighted in red in 
Scheme 1).5,24 The incomplete incorporation of 
deuterium at the C6 position was puzzling until recently 
when Lin et al. performed similar UV irradiation 
experiments on thin films of methyl deuterated 
dinucleotide thymine dinucleoside monophosphate (d4-
TpT or d3-TpT). Upon analyzing the structure of the 
photoproducts, they discovered the 5R-SP with 
complete deuterium incorporation in a stereoselective 
manner from the methyl group of the 3' thymidine to 
the C6 position of the 5' thymidine.25 Further studies 
revealed a substantial kinetic isotope effect (KIE) in SP 
formation, suggesting that trace unlabeled thymidine-
d3 was the reason for the previously observed 
incomplete deuterium incorporation at C6.26 A more 
detailed mechanism was suggested based on these 
observations. As depicted in Scheme 1, the H atom 
transfer from the methyl group of the 3' thymidine to 
the C6 position of the 5' thymidine is postulated to form 
an intermediate TCH2/TH radical pair which then 
recombines to the SP. Despite the establishment of the 
mechanism, these radicals have not yet been directly 
observed in the SP photochemistry.  
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Scheme 1: Proposed mechanism for spore 
photoproduct formation. 
 
In samples of methyl-deuterated mononucleotide 
thymidine, Ames et al. showed that 5S-SP forms 
through the same H atom transfer mechanism as the 
biologically relevant 5R-SP.26 Jian et al. further showed 
that dry microcrystals of thymidine monomers, in 
which the thymine bases stack in a left-handed manner, 
form the 5S-SP as the dominant photoproduct in high 
yields (ൎ 85 %) upon exposure to UV radiation at room 
temperature.27,28 The base stacking conformation in 
microcrystals is believed to mimic that found in spore 
DNA even though these two systems exhibit an 
opposite chirality (left-handed yielding 5S-SP versus 
right-handed yielding 5R-SP, respectively). 
Considering the purity and high product yield of the 5S-
SP in thymidine microcrystals exposed to UV radiation, 
we used this sample preparation in the studies described 
here to search for the suggested radical intermediates in 
the SP formation mechanism in Scheme 1. 
We used electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 
spectroscopy and isotopically labeled thymidine to 
probe the radical nature of the proposed intermediates 
in SP formation. Upon exposing samples of dry 
microcrystalline powders of thymidine to UV radiation, 
we observed EPR spectra characteristic of the TCH2 
and TH radicals. Previous studies have thoroughly 
characterized the structure of the two radical 
intermediates we observed.21,29–31 However, here we 
use sample preparations known to cleanly form the 5S-
SP28 and an extensive set of thymidine isotopologues. 
Site-specific labeling allowed us to identify three 
sources of the hydrogen at the C6 position of the TH 
radical: an intermolecular methyl group (on the 
proposed SP pathway), exchangeable hydrogens (off 
the proposed pathway), and an ambiguous source we 
term “other” (possibly off the proposed pathway). 
Applying UV radiation over a wide range of 
temperatures (120 K, 210 K, and 250 K) results in only 
a small variation in the ratio of these sources. The 
observation of TH radicals formed by C6 hydrogen 
addition from the methyl group of another thymidine 
molecule lends support to the mechanism of SP 
formation involving the TCH2/TH radical pair 
intermediate. 
 
Table 1: TH radical hyperfine coupling and g values a 
starting  
material 
ionization 
conditions g 1HC6 1HC6 
1HC7 
(3x) 
thymidine21 γ -- 
2.0024 
2.0030 
2.0042 
113.4 
113.4 
113.4 
113.4 
113.4 
113.4 
57.4 
57.4 
57.4 
thymidine30 X-ray RT -- 
123.2 
113.6 
111.6 
117.8 
107.4 
106 
-- 
thymidine32 X-ray 10 K -- 
123.8 
114.6 
112.5 
118.3 
107.7 
105.9 
-- 
thymine33 X-ray 10 K 2.0023 
133.9 
124.4 
122.3 
97 
86.5 
85.2 
61.3 
53.7 
53.3 
thymidineb,c UV 120 K 
2.0021 
2.0067 
2.0080 
114(10) 
114(10) 
117(10) 
110(10)
110(10)
113(10)
54(5)
56(5)
64(5)
a Hyperfine coupling principal values are in MHz 
b Simulation parameters from this study 
c Error in g values is  0.003 (due to 0.5 mT magnet 
error); error in hyperfine coupling based on varying 
simulations  
 
Table 2: TCH2 radical hyperfine coupling and g values a 
starting  
material 
ionization
conditions g 1HC7 1HC7 1HC6 14N1
thymidine31 X-ray RT -- 
65.8 
42.8 
21 
67 
42.5 
22 
42.2
29.7
14.3
-- 
thymidine32 X-ray 10 K -- 
-70.2 
-42.8 
-22.2 
-65.4 
-42.9 
-20.4 
-41.8
-29.7
-14 
-- 
1-methyl- 
thymine32 
X-ray 
10 K -- 
-72.5 
-44.1 
-23.1 
-67.7 
-43.6 
-21 
-37.4
-27.1
-13.1
-- 
thymine33 X-ray 10 K 2.0023 
-66.6 
-43.2 
-22 
-71.1 
-44.3 
-22.3 
-43.5
-31.2
-15.1
-5.2
-4.9
2 
thymidine34 UV 77 K -- 
64.4 
42 
19.6 
64.4 
42 
19.6 
39.2
28 
14 
-- 
thymidineb,c UV 120 K 
2.0045 
2.0055 
2.0065 
-56(5) 
-42(5) 
-19(5) 
-56(5) 
-42(5) 
-22(5) 
-36(5)
-28(5)
-20(5)
-1(5)
-1(5)
5(5)
a Hyperfine coupling principal values are in MHz 
b Simulation parameters from this study 
c Error in g values is  0.003 (due to 0.5 mT magnet 
error); error in hyperfine coupling based on varying 
simulations  
 
 
 
Figure 1. Continuous-wave EPR spectra of microcrystalline powder samples of thymidine (blue), H/D-thymidine 
(green), thymidine-d3 (red), and H/D-thymidine-d3 (cyan) photodamaged with 266 nm laser pulses at 120 K, 210 
K, and 250 K indicated at the top of each set of axes. In all cases, EPR measurements were carried out at 120 K. 
The structures of the starting materials are shown in the left column. The isotopologues of the TCH2 and TH 
radicals that are used to simulate the spectra are indicated to the left of each starting material. In addition, the 
hydrogen sources (met, EX, or O defined in main text) that lead to particular TH isotopologues for each starting 
material are indicated in parenthesis. Simulations were done assuming the restrictive model (defined in main text) 
and the fractions of hydrogen sources producing TH isotopologues at a given temperature of UV irradiation are 
indicated at the top right corner of each panel. Simulated spectra are shown in black. EPR spectrometer settings 
were as follows: microwave power of 0.1 mW to avoid power saturation; microwave frequency between 9.297-
9.304 GHz (simulations take in to account the frequency variation between samples); typically 30-100 scans were 
needed to achieve the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra shown. In all cases the spectra were normalized to their 
most intense feature for clarity. At the center of each experimental spectrum was a feature attributed to a quartz-
based radical which was removed for clarity. 
 
Results 
 
Selective deuterium labeling of thymidine can be 
used to determine the source of the additional hydrogen 
at the C6 position of the proposed TH radical 
intermediate. Deuterium has a nuclear spin of 1, but due 
to its decreased gyromagnetic ratio, has hyperfine 
coupling strengths ≈ 6.5 times smaller than protium. 
The mechanism of spore photoproduct formation 
suggested in Scheme 1 indicates the additional 
hydrogen at the C6 position of the TH radical will come 
from the methyl group of an adjacent thymidine (which 
becomes the TCH2 radical). However, other possible 
off-pathway sources of the additional hydrogen at C6 
of TH are the exchangeable hydrogens of thymidine at 
N3 of the base and O3' and O5' of the sugar. Here we 
use four isotopologues of thymidine to distinguish these 
hydrogen sources; “thy” is the fully protiated 
thymidine, “H/D-thy” is thymidine deuterated at the 
positions with exchangeable hydrogens, “thy-d3” is 
thymidine deuterated at the C5 methyl group, and 
“H/D-thy-d3” is thymidine deuterated at the C5 methyl 
group and at positions with exchangeable hydrogens. 
The EPR spectra resulting from UV irradiation (266 
nm, 4.66 eV) of microcrystals of these four thymidine 
isotopologues at 120 K, 210 K, and 250 K are shown in 
Figure 1. In all cases, after exposure to UV radiation at 
the temperatures indicated in the figure, the EPR 
spectra were recorded at 120 K to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio. 
With our choices in isotopologues of thymidine 
starting material we can distinguish three sources of the 
additional hydrogen at C6 of the TH radical; the methyl 
group (abbreviated “met”, on proposed SP formation 
pathway), the exchangeable hydrogens (abbreviated 
“EX”, off proposed SP pathway), or any other 
hydrogens in the system (abbreviated “O”, possibly off 
proposed SP pathway). In total, only two 
spectroscopically distinct isotopologues of the TCH2 
radical (TCH2 and TCD2) and four isotopologues of the 
TH radical (TH, TD, d3-TH, and d3-TD, structures in 
Figure 2) can form. The starting materials will produce 
predictable isotopologues of the TH radicals depending 
on the source of the additional hydrogen at C6. In the 
left column of boxes in Figure 1, we summarize which 
TCH2 and TH isotopologues will form in a given 
starting material. In addition, the source of the 
additional C6 hydrogen (either met, EX, or O) which 
forms the TH isotopologues is indicated in parentheses.  
 
  
Figure 2. Simulations of the 9.3 GHz EPR spectra of 
the six radicals (two TCH2 isotopologues, four TH 
isotopologues) that appear as components in the 
mixtures that give the spectra of Figure 1.  Simulated 
spectra are area normalized. 
 
In order to gain an understanding of the magnetic 
properties of the suggested radical intermediates in SP 
formation we performed density functional theory 
(DFT, B3LYP, 6-311G) calculations. For TCH2, DFT 
calculations reveal substantial spin density on C5, C6, 
and C7 which results in strong hyperfine coupling to 
the protons at positions 6 and 7. For TH, DFT 
calculations show substantial spin density on C5 which 
results in hyperfine coupling to the three methyl 
protons and very strong couplings to the two protons at 
the C6 position (Figure 3 and Tables 1 and 2). 
To begin spectral simulations, the bottom spectrum 
in Figure 1A (thy starting material) was simulated as a 
1:1 ratio of the TCH2 and TH radicals using the results 
of DFT calculations for EPR properties of the TCH2 
and TH radicals. Then the principal values of the 
magnetic parameters were varied until adequate 
agreement between the simulated and experimental 
spectra was achieved. This produced the magnetic 
property values of the primary isotopologues which are 
in reasonable agreement with the literature values in 
Tables 1 and 2 (also see SI Section 1). To simulate EPR 
spectra of TCH2 and TH isotopologues we scaled down 
the appropriate proton hyperfine coupling values of the 
primary isotopologues using the ratio of gyromagnetic 
ratios ߛଵౄ ߛଶౄ⁄  ൎ 6.5. In the case of the d3-TD isotopologue, the hyperfine coupling of the one 
strongly coupled proton was scaled down to 75% of the 
hyperfine coupling of the primary TH isotopologue. 
The scaled-down value (Aiso ≈ 85 MHz) is within the 
range of C6 proton couplings reported in the literature 
(see Table 1). The Fermi contact term of these 
hyperfine coupling values are expected to depend 
strongly on the dihedral angle C7-C5-C6-HC6. 
Structural variation when one deuterium nucleus is 
present at C6 may be the cause for the decrease. The 
hyperfine coupling values of all isotopologues are 
summarized in the supplementary information (Tables 
S1a and S1b).    
 
  
Figure 3. Calculated spin density distributions 
(isosurface contoured at 0.0025 ܽ଴ି ଷ) of the TH and TCH2 radicals. Positive spin density is shown in green 
and negative spin density is shown in yellow. 
 
For clarity, the spectra of TCH2 and TH 
isotopologues are separately simulated in Figure 2. The 
d3-TH radical has a triplet pattern with features at ≈ 327 
mT, ≈ 331 mT, and ≈ 335 mT. This is due to strong 
coupling, A, to two protons at C6. The d3-TD spectrum 
is distinguished by strong hyperfine coupling to one 
proton at C6. This produces a doublet pattern with 
features at 330 mT and 333 mT. This radical can form 
in thy-d3 only when “met” is the hydrogen source. It is 
the presence of the d3-TD radical in the UV-
photodamaged products of thy-d3 that will lend support 
to the mechanism of SP formation in Scheme 1 
involving the radical pair intermediate.   
It is clear that the experimental spectra in Figure 1 
are mixtures of the individual spectra simulated in 
Figure 2. We developed a “restrictive model” to 
quantitate these mixtures of TCH2 and TH 
isotopologues. To perform simulations, we assumed an 
equal ratio (1:1) of the TCH2:TH isotopologues in each 
spectrum to account for the expected stoichiometry of 
oxidation and reduction (transfer of one electron and 
hydron) which we call the “1:1 restriction”. In addition, 
we assumed that the ratio of hydrogen sources “met”, 
“EX”, and “O” leading to the reduction products (TH 
isotopologues) was identical for all starting materials at 
a given UV irradiation temperature. As this assumption 
essentially excludes kinetic isotope effects, we call it 
the “isotope effect restriction”. These assumptions 
allowed us to simultaneously simulate the four spectra 
collected at a particular temperature. We found one set 
of fractions of the three hydrogen sources (which 
produce predictable TH isotopologues with respect to 
the particular starting material) that yielded an adequate 
simulation for each of the four spectra. 
The spectrum for H/D-thy-d3 in Figure 1A reveals 
the percentage of TH isotopologue which forms due to 
the “O” hydrogen source (5 %), as this is the only way 
to produce the d3-TH radical in this material. The 
spectrum for thy-d3 in Figure 1A reveals the percentage 
of TH isotopologues (15 %) which form due to the 
“met” hydrogen source, as this is the only way to 
produce to the d3-TD radical from this starting material. 
Finally, the “EX” hydrogen source was used to account 
for the remaining 30 % of TH isotopologues which 
should be produced assuming the 1:1 restriction. The 
ratios of hydrogen sources which produce the TH 
radicals are summarized at the top right corner of 
Figure 1A next to the abbreviations “met”, “EX”, and 
“O”. With the same assumptions and methodology, the 
ratios of hydrogen sources producing TH isotopologues 
at 210 K and 250 K were determined and the results 
listed in the top right corners of Figures 1B and 1C. 
Despite the limiting assumptions in our model, the 
agreement between experimental and simulated spectra 
is satisfactory. However, as there are obvious visual 
disagreements, we also performed less restrictive 
simulations. In Figure S1, we show the same data as in 
Figure 1, simulated without assuming either the isotope 
effect restriction or the 1:1 restriction. In addition, the 
hyperfine coupling of the TH isotopologues were 
altered slightly from the primary isotopologue (TH 
formed from UV irradiation at 120 K) but still kept 
within 25% of the primary values (parameters in Tables 
S2a and S2b). Removing these restrictions allows for 
better visual agreement with the experimental spectra. 
Generally, the new simulations indicate that the ratio of 
TCH2:TH isotopologues is roughly 1:1 after UV 
irradiation at 120 K, but increases to 2:1 after UV 
irradiation at 250 K. In addition, the relative 
contribution of TH radicals produced with the “O” 
hydrogen source compared to TH radicals produced by 
the “met”+ “EX” sources increases at warmer 
temperatures of UV irradiation.  Most importantly, the 
simulations for thy-d3 exposed to UV radiation at all 
three temperatures must include some contribution 
from the d3-TD radical, indicating a methyl group 
source for the additional hydrogen at the C6 position of 
the TH isotopologues which supports TH formation 
through the mechanism shown in Scheme 1. 
We explored the reproducibility of our results. In 
general, for a particular starting material UV irradiated 
at a given temperature, the identities of radical 
isotopologues present in the spectra are reproducible 
(see Figures S2 and S3). However, the ratio of radicals 
varies. For instance, in Figure S4 we show four 
different trials of thy-d3 irradiated at 120 K which we 
simulated using three different schemes. We find the 
percentage of d3-TD varies from 0 % to 25 % among 
the four sample trials. Although it is tempting to try to 
draw quantitative conclusions from our simulations, the 
poor reproducibility as shown in Figure S4 precludes 
extensive interpretation.  
UV radiation was applied at 120 K to trap higher 
yields of intermediates. However, since the reaction in 
spore DNA takes place at biological temperatures, we 
also applied UV radiation at the warmer temperatures 
of 210 K and 250 K. We note the features due to the d3-
TD radical in thy-d3 (evidence for the “met” hydrogen 
source which supports the suggested SP mechanism) 
are most prominent in the sample irradiated at 210 K 
indicating this may be the best temperature we tested 
for trapping this intermediate. Applying UV radiation 
at 250 K led to decreased signal intensity and spectral 
broadening; therefore, UV irradiation temperatures 
above 250 K were not pursued. 
We also explored the temperature dependence of the 
spectra after completion of the irradiation. This helped 
to identify the reason for increased broadening in the 
spectra of samples exposed to UV radiation at 
temperatures greater than 120 K. The increased line 
width may be due to two different types of broadening. 
First, there is the homogeneous broadening that occurs 
due to spin relaxation which should become more 
pronounced at warmer temperatures. Indeed, increasing 
the EPR measurement temperature to 260 K for 
material UV irradiated at 120 K broadens out the 
hyperfine features (SI FigureS5A). Second, there is 
site-to-site inhomogeneity in the microcrystalline 
lattice. There is more thermal energy in starting 
material exposed to UV radiation at warmer 
temperatures which may allow the radicals to populate 
a wider range of conformations as the photodamage 
occurs. For example, although the features of material 
UV irradiated at 210 K and 250 K sharpen as the 
measurement temperature is dropped to 120 K 
(decreased homogeneous broadening as stated above, 
SI Figure S5B and C) the spectra do not reach the 
sharpness observed for samples exposed to UV 
radiation at 120 K. Importantly, variation of the EPR 
measurement temperatures shows no new species are 
formed when UV is applied at variable temperatures. 
Therefore, we also performed measurements on thin 
film samples (SI Figures S2 an S3), since UV 
irradiation of thymidine thin films (formed by 
evaporation of methanol) has also been shown to 
produce the SP dimer.26 The results show the same 
formation of TCH2 and TH radical isotopologues, but 
generally with broadened spectral features compared to 
the microcrystal samples, supporting the idea that some 
of the broadening is caused by structural heterogeneity. 
  
Discussion 
 
Site-selective isotopic labeling has more clearly 
established the sources of the additional hydrogen at the 
C6 position of the TH radicals formed when 
microcrystals of thymidine are exposed to UV 
radiation. We modeled these sources of hydrogen with 
restrictive spectral simulations of our data in Figure 1. 
Fits are improved with an unrestrictive model where we 
relaxed the 1:1 restriction and the isotope effect 
restriction (Figure S1). In Figure S6, we graphically 
represent the ratio of isotopologues used in the 
restrictive and unrestrictive models in Figures 1 and S1. 
Using the two models and the graphical representation 
of the results, we understand the underlying reasons for 
the misfits in Figure 1 and can identify trends in the 
data. We will now discuss our findings in the context of 
previous literature concerning both the formation of 
spore photoproduct and the more general effects of 
ionizing radiation on thymidine.  
I. Observation of the “met” hydrogen source 
It is not surprising that a mixture of sources (“met”, 
“EX”, and “O”) donate the additional hydrogen at C6 
of the TH isotopologues. Previously, it was observed 
that crystals of thymidine grown in D2O (H/D-thy) 
formed the TD isotopologue (our “EX” source) when 
X-ray radiation was applied at 77 K. Alternatively, 
when UV radiation (320 nm) was applied to H/D-thy at 
77 K, the TH isotopologue (our “met” or “O” source in 
H/D-thy) was the dominant product.34 This latter result 
is in contrast to our measurements where we see TD as 
the dominant isotopologue formed in H/D-thy upon UV 
irradiation at or above 120 K. Although this latter result 
from the literature is indicative of the “met” source, in 
these studies isotopic labeling of the methyl group was 
not performed to confirm the source of the C6 hydrogen 
in TH. It was observed that dry films of thymidine-d3 
and DNA labeled with thymine-d3 formed the d3-TH 
isotopologue when exposed to UV radiation at 77 K22 
(analogous to our “EX” and “O” in thy–d3).  The poor 
resolution of these early experiments did not allow 
observation of the d3-TD radical (our “met” source) if 
it was present.  Our simulations have allowed us to 
quantitate the contributions of three C6 hydrogen 
sources which lead to the TH isotopologues. Compared 
to other studies we observe the “met” source of the 
additional hydrogen at C6 of the TH radical which is 
indicative of radical intermediates in SP formation.  
II. Relaxing the isotope effect restriction 
Using the unrestrictive model, simulations of the data 
are improved when the ratios of hydrogen sources are 
allowed to vary for different thymidine isotopologues 
at a given temperature of UV radiation. This is likely 
due to isotope effects. SP formation has a KIE of 3.5 in 
dinucleotide thymidine (TpT) thin films exposed to UV 
radiation.25 This deuterium discrimination triples for 
monomeric thymidine thin films.26 Considering this, 
formation of the TH radical via the SP mechanism 
(“met”) should be more favorable in thymidine with 
protiated methyl group than in thymidine with 
deuterated methyl group. In our samples, this would 
manifest as a larger relative ratio of TH (“met” + “O”) 
in H/D-thy than the ratio of d3-TD (“met”) in thy-d3 for 
a given temperature of UV irradiation. However, in 
Figure S6 (right) we can see the ratio of d3-TD in thy-
d3 is larger at all three temperatures. One could 
speculate that non-deuterated starting material is more 
likely to proceed to the final product, SP, thus 
quenching more of the TH radicals in H/D-thy samples.  
III. Isotope effects: the “O” source of hydrogen 
The large deuterium discrimination in SP formation 
potentially accounts for our “O” source of hydrogen. 
The “met” and “O” sources may be equivalent with the 
“O” source resulting from the trace 1H impurities in the 
synthesis of thymidine-d3 (99.5 % pure).26 If this is the 
case, the impurities account for ൎ 25 %, 14 %, and 40 
% of the TH isotopologues formed by the SP 
mechanism (“met” or “O”) at 120 K, 210 K, and 250 K, 
respectively (using the hydrogen source fractions 
obtained from our restrictive model in Figure 1). With 
a 0.5 % impurity, this would indicate 50-fold, 28-fold, 
and 80-fold deuterium discriminations, respectively. 
As these numbers are larger than the reported 
discrimination, there may also be incomplete labeling 
of the exchangeable positions in the H/D-thy-d3 sample 
which we use to measure the percentage of TH 
isotopologues formed by the “O” source of hydrogen. 
In addition, there is a larger relative fraction of TH 
isotopologues produced by the “O” source at warmer 
temperatures of UV irradiation using either the 
restrictive or unrestrictive model. Previous EPR studies 
have been carried out on thymidine crystals grown in 
D2O (analogous to our starting material H/D-thy). 
Gamma irradiation of these single crystals at 77 K 
produced the TD isotopologue (our “EX” source).35 
Upon annealing these samples to warmer temperatures, 
the deuterium began to exchange for protium at room 
temperature and fully exchanged after annealing to 373 
K forming the TH isotopologue. Our EPR spectra do 
not show obvious signs of H/D exchange upon 
warming the samples irradiated at 120 K to 260 K 
(Figure S2). However, the increase in the ratio 
“O”/“met+EX” (0.25 at 120 K to 0.65 at 250 K, 
unrestrictive model) in H/D-thy-d3 samples may be 
indicative of deuterium-to-protium exchange occurring 
during the photodamage process at warmer 
temperatures of UV irradiation. 
IV. Relaxing the 1:1 restriction 
Relaxing the 1:1 restriction in our model also 
improves the agreement of the simulations with the 
experimental spectra (compare Figure 1 to Figures S1 
and S4).  In several previous studies, the TCH2 radical 
is reported as a minor species in comparison to the TH 
radical.21,31,34 In addition, the TCH2 radical has been 
reported to form as a radical pair in gamma irradiated 
single crystals of thymine where H2 is believed to form 
in the process.36 In this instance, two oxidation products 
form with no mention of the corresponding reduction 
product. The graphic in Figure S6 (right) illustrates that 
the ratio TCH2:TH trends from 1:1 to 2:1 as the UV 
irradiation temperature is increased in our experiments. 
This is in contrast to the literature where the TCH2 
radical is reported as a minority species in single 
crystals of irradiated thymidine at cryogenic 
temperatures and at room temperature. 
V. The “EX” source of hydrogen 
Previous literature suggests a possible mechanism 
for the “EX” source. The T– radical (one electron 
addition) is a potential precursor to the TH radical (one 
electron, one proton addition). The T+ radical (one 
electron loss) is a potential precursor to the TCH2 
radical (one electron loss, deprotonation at the methyl 
group). Holroyd and Glass observed the TH and TD 
radicals in glasses of thymidine in H2O and D2O, 
respectively, which they postulated to form through 
hydronation of the T– radical.37 Further studies by 
Sevilla established that the T– and T+ radical can form 
in frozen aqueous solutions of thymine exposed to UV 
radiation (77 K).38–41 In these studies, T+ and T– were 
observed to decay to the TCH2 and TH radicals, 
respectively, upon increasing the temperature to 143 
K.38 Hydronation at the C6 position of the anion 
radicals of thymine and uracil has also been followed at 
room temperature by both electronic absorption and 
solution state EPR spectroscopies.42,43 It is possible that 
our TH isotopologues produced by the “EX” source of 
hydrogens also form through hydronation of the T– 
radical. However, the literature results were obtained 
for aqueous samples of thymine (not thymidine) 
exposed to UV radiation. In solvent-free thymidine 
crystals, the T– radical, along with the TCH2 and TH 
radicals, have been observed at irradiation (X-ray) and 
EPR measurement temperatures of 10 K and 
lower.30,32,33,44,45 Warming these samples to 40 K caused 
decay of the anion radical but did not lead to observable 
increase in the concentration of TH radical32,33,45 
suggesting that in the solid state the anion does not 
clearly decay into the TH radical. Our temperature 
variation studies did not reveal changes in radical 
species, so we cannot conclude that our “EX” source is 
equivalent to hydronation of the T– radical (Figures S2, 
S3, and S5).  
VI. Presence of alternative radicals: T – and T + 
The substantial improvement in simulations we 
achieve after relaxing our restrictions helps substantiate 
our assumption that only TCH2 and TH isotopologues 
are present in our system. However, as stated, the T+ 
and T– radicals are relevant species in solution and the 
T– radical (SI Figure S7) is a relevant product in the 
irradiation of DNA strands.46,47 Given the simplicity of 
the T– EPR spectrum (SI Figure S7) we cannot 
completely rule out its presence in our spectra, but we 
can adequately simulate our data without it. The T+ 
radical would produce a more distinct spectrum (SI 
Figure S7) so it seems unlikely that it is present in our 
spectra. In a more complicated situation, Malone et al. 
irradiated thymidine monophosphate at 77 K in 
aqueous perchlorate glass and found a mixture of 
TCH2, TH, and anion radicals. Warming this sample to 
240 K caused decay of the TH radical with no 
observable successor and decay of the TCH2 radical to 
a quintet species.48 Despite these observations in other 
systems, we do not need to include additional radical 
species to achieve better simulations of our data.  
VII. Lack of expected radical pair interaction 
We do not see evidence in our spectra for the strong 
electron-electron interaction expected for the radical 
pair intermediate directly on the proposed pathway to 
SP in Scheme 1. Previously, Dulc̆ić et al. observed 
very-low-intensity signals assigned to pairs of TCH2 
radicals ≈ 5 Å apart in thymidine crystals with dipolar 
splitting on the order of ൎ 15 mT.36 Based on the crystal 
structure by Young et al.,27 the atoms of adjacent 
thymidine rings are ≈ 3-4 Å apart which would result in 
a dipolar splitting of 30-60 mT for a radical pair in our 
microcrystals. Our spectra are adequately simulated 
without any electron-electron coupling. Our 
simulations utilize line broadenings less than about 1 
mT which corresponds to radicals at least 12 Å apart. 
Previous studies25 and theoretical calculations49 of the 
SP formation mechanism also suggest that an excited 
triplet state forms prior to the rate-limiting H-atom 
abstraction step which forms the radical pair. Here, we 
saw no evidence of a triplet state (no half field signal, 
data not shown).  
Although high yields of SP have been achieved in 
room temperature suspensions of thymidine 
microcrystals exposed to UV light for 12 hours or 
longer, we see a low radical yield (requiring 
measurement times of ൎ 1 hour) after about 45 minutes 
of UV irradiation.28 Our low yield is likely due to 
excitation of thymidine molecules limited to the 
outermost layer next to the EPR sample tube, similar to 
the observation made by Jian et al. in the thymidine 
film photoreactions.28 We suggest that the radicals 
produced by the “met” source are left over after on-SP 
pathway H-atom transfer has occurred, though how 
these radicals become trapped remains unclear. 
Similarly, the TH isotopologues produced by the “O” 
hydrogen source may be equivalent to the “met” source 
(therefore on the SP pathway) and due to trace 1H 
impurities in thymidine-d3. The TH radicals produced 
by the “EX” source form through a mechanism that is 
not on the suggested pathway to SP formation. 
   
 
 
Conclusions 
 
In previous studies of deuterium-labeled thymidine, 
spore photoproduct was observed to form when one 
thymidine molecule abstracted an H atom from the 
methyl group of an adjacent thymidine onto its C6 
position on route to the final product. This H atom 
abstraction is suggested to form the TCH2 and TH as a 
radical pair intermediate. We have shown that the TCH2 
and TH radicals both form in thymidine microcrystals 
exposed to UV radiation under a dry argon atmosphere. 
We did not observe the dipolar or exchange interactions 
expected for a radical pair. However, using selective 
isotopic labeling, we did observe several sources of the 
additional hydrogen at the C6 position of the TH radical 
isotopologues, including the methyl group of another 
thymidine molecule. This is consistent with the 
mechanism in Scheme 1 and lends support to the 
proposed radical nature of the intermediates. Although 
both radicals were observed in previous EPR studies, 
the experimental finding that 5S-SP is generated as the 
sole photoproduct in UV irradiated thymidine 
microcrystals as used here establishes the biological 
relevance of the study to the SP photochemistry for the 
first time. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Sample Preparation 
All chemicals were used without further purification 
after purchase. Gaseous nitrogen and argon were 
passed through a desiccant drying line before use in 
sample preparation. Glassware was dried in an oven 
overnight before use. Water vapor was avoided in 
sample preparation as relative humidity has been 
reported to influence the radicals produced in irradiated 
films of thymine and DNA.22,50 To prepare samples of 
thymidine in Figure 1, microcrystals of thymidine 
(Sigma-Aldrich) were suspended in diethyl ether (99%, 
Sigma-Aldrich) and pipetted to the bottom of a 4 mm 
O.D. quartz EPR sample tube. The ether was removed 
on a vacuum manifold for a minimum of 5 hours. The 
EPR tube was pump-purged for three cycles under 
vacuum and argon and flame sealed under a low-
pressure argon environment with a propane oxygen 
torch. A similar procedure was used for thymidine-d3. 
Thymidine-d3 was synthesized as previously 
described.26 
To prepare H/D-thy, thymidine was dissolved in 
methanol-d4 (Cambridge Isotopes, 99.8% D) to a ratio 
of ൒300:1 exchangeable deuterons:protons in an EPR 
sample tube. To prevent exposure to atmospheric water, 
the sample tube was stored in a desiccated environment 
under a constant flow of nitrogen for 24 hours, after 
which the methanol-d4 was pumped off on a vacuum 
manifold with tip-off manifold adapter. This procedure 
was repeated two more times. On the final exchange, 
the methanol-d4 was allowed to slowly evaporate over 
the course of 1-2 days by directing dry nitrogen into the 
EPR tube with a syringe needle. This produced 
powdery white crystals of H/D-thy. The exchange in 
methanol-d4 appears complete as indicated by 1H NMR 
(Figure S8). The same procedure was used to prepare 
H/D-thy-d3 from thymidine-d3. 
 
Radical generation 
Paramagnetic signals were generated using the 266 
nm wavelength of an Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, 
Surelite EX). Laser pulses (less than 800 μJ per pulse, 
3-5 ns pulse length, 10 Hz repetition rate, 10 mm spot 
size; 10 mW/cm2) were passed through space into a 2 
mm aperture on a Bruker SHQE cavity EPR resonator 
held at the desired temperature. Low-power laser pulses 
make biphotonic processes unlikely in this system.51 
Samples were irradiated for 5 minutes, then the sample 
tube was rotated to increase sample exposure to UV 
radiation. This was done up to a total irradiation time of 
45 minutes. Samples in Figure 1A were irradiated at 
120 K. The radiation was then removed and EPR 
spectra collected. The samples in Figure 1B (1C) were 
irradiated at 210 K (250 K) then radiation was removed. 
The cavity was then cooled to 120 K and allowed to 
equilibrate for 5 minutes followed by collection of EPR 
spectra without any additional UV radiation. 
 
EPR spectroscopy 
EPR experiments were carried out on a Bruker EMX 
spectrometer in an SHQE cavity resonator equipped 
with a variable-temperature insert. Experimental 
temperatures of 120 K, 210 K, 250 K, and 260 K were 
measured on a thermocouple ൎ 2 cm below the sample. 
The desired temperature was reached with a 
temperature controller utilizing the flow of evaporated 
nitrogen through a quartz transfer line as coolant. 
Spectra were collected at a frequency of ൎ	9.3 GHz 
(specified in figure captions) with the microwave 
power set to prevent saturation (see figure captions for 
more detail). Additional spectrometer parameters for all 
spectra collected were field modulation with 0.2 mT 
peak-to-peak amplitude and 100 kHz frequency, time 
constant of 40.96 ms, and sweep rate of ൎ 0.7 mT/s. 
UV irradiation of the samples produced a sharp 
feature at the center of the EPR spectra attributed to 
radicals generated in the quartz tubes. The central 25 or 
fewer points were removed in the spectra plotted in 
Figure 1 for clarity. This central feature can be seen in 
the data presented in the Supplemental Information. In 
all cases, the spectra presented are normalized to their 
most intense feature (in some cases the quartz feature, 
SI Figures S2 and S3) for clarity. 
 
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations 
Geometry optimization calculations were carried out 
on the Gaussian09 software52 with spin unrestricted 
orbitals, the B3LYP functional, and the 6-311G basis 
set for the TCH2 and TH radicals. Using the output 
geometry of the optimized TH radical, geometry 
optimization dependent on the methyl group rotation 
was carried out at the same level of theory. This was 
done by simultaneously incrementing the three dihedral 
angles from C6-C5-C7-H1, C6-C5-C7-H2, and C6-C5-
C7-H3, freezing the dihedral angles and performing a 
geometry optimization on the remaining structure. This 
was performed in 10 degree increments for 11 steps 
generating an output file of 12 optimized structures. 
The magnetic properties including g-tensors and 
hyperfine coupling constants were calculated using 
coupled-perturbed Kohn-Sham approach for the TCH2 
geometry and each of the 12 TH optimized geometries 
in ORCA 3.0 with spin unrestricted orbitals, the 
B3LYP functional, and the 6-311G basis set.53–56 
Calculated Mulliken spin populations are visualized 
with the Chimera software.57 
 
Spectral simulations 
EPR spectra were simulated with the EasySpin 
software58 using the model spin Hamiltonian 
ܪ෡ ൌ ߤ୆࡮ࢍࡿ෡ ൅෍݄ࡿ෡࡭௞ࡵ෠௞
௞
																									Eq. ሺ1ሻ 
where the first term is the electron Zeeman interaction 
containing the Bohr magneton, μB, the externally 
applied magnetic field B, the electron spin operator ࡿ෡, 
and the electron g tensor, g. The second term describes 
the hyperfine interaction between an electron spin, ࡿ෡, 
and a nuclear spin, ࡵ෠௞, with the hyperfine matrix Ak. k sums over all coupled nuclei. All tensor orientations 
used in the simulation were taken from the DFT 
calculations. The tensor orientation for each of the three 
methyl group hydrons in the TH isotopologues is the 
average orientation of the three hydrons further 
averaged over all twelve optimized structures. 
Hyperfine principal values and g principal values were 
varied manually to the values listed in Tables 1 and 2 
for TCH2 and TH simulations. The hyperfine coupling 
principal values were adjusted for deuterium nuclei 
(described in Results section and summarized in SI 
Section 1) for simulation of isotopologues.  
Associated Content 
Supporting Information.  Full tables of magnetic 
properties used in EPR simulations, unrestrictive model 
for spectral simulations, EPR spectra after changing 
temperature, supplemental quantum chemical 
calculations, nuclear magnetic resonance spectra. This 
material is available free of charge via the Internet at 
http://pubs.acs.org. 
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